BRANDING COMPASS REPORT

AL'S ALIGNMENT
For professionals near Savannah who need their car to run better, Al's Alignment offers auto
alignment that will provides a smooth car ride.
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WHAT ARE THE ELEMENTS OF A BRAND?
What is a brand? Your brand is a created by factors that you can control—such as your visual identity,
messaging and customer service—along with some things are beyond your control like online reviews or
other views created by your customers. A brand is the "expectation" a customer has, based on this
combination of internal and external factors.
It is in your best interest to create a strong, recognizable brand image that uses visuals and words to
position your company exactly how you want to be seen in your client's minds.
Visual brand identity: Creating consistent-looking visuals through your logo, website, business cards,
marketing materials and social media channels makes you become memorable and familiar. Remember, we
tend to trust what's familiar.
Voice, words, messaging: Using the right words—written in places like your website and spoken while
delivering sales pitches or providing service—is vitally important for prospects and customers to understand
your values and how you can help them.
Most brands, just like people, are made up of a unique blend of traits. Many business owners are scared to
pigeon hole their brand. However, the more you are able to focus on one or two dominant attributes and
feelings that you want associated with your brand, the easier it will be for you to develop a distinct brand
identity and for prospects to recognize and remember you.
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AL'S ALIGNMENT IS SERIOUS.
You are also human, warm. Additionally, you see yourself as a minimal, modern, richly
textured, traditional and durable brand.

Brands with similar characteristics
These brands share traits with Al's Alignment. Do you think your company has similar
qualities to these brands? If not, you may not be using the right words to describe how you
want to visualize your brand.

Your primary visual attribute is serious. Serious can be shown using typefaces that are connected with
serious publications such as text books, newspapers and scholarly articles. Serious can be shown with color
palettes that are rich and dark, rather than pastel or overly bright. Serious can be shown through
photography or imagery that suggests textbooks, newspapers and scholarly journals. Serious can be shown
in your words by sticking to the facts, sharing critical details and getting to the point. Serious can feel cold
if it misses out on emotions. Serious can bore people.
Your secondary visual attribute is human, warm. A warm, friendly design means easy to use,
approachable and familiar to your clients and customers. Complete a careful review of your website or
products to make sure they really are "friendly" to use. Fix anything that is confusing and make it easy to
understand. Showcase the human-ness of your brand visually by using handwriting fonts. Images of people
and nature help people connect to your brand on an emotional level. Choose colors that feel like they are
from nature to remind us of our core human traits. For photography, make sure you use people. Faces, but
people in general, quickly add warmth and emotional appeal to your brand. Don't hide behind a corporate
brand when trying to portray yourself.
You can go overboard with the idea of human, warm and friendly if you combine too many of these visual
ideas. Using a handwritten font with a primitive illustration style could end up making your brand look
childish.
Pursuits that require a seriousness to their approach often have a deep passion for the person involved with
them. Show the focus and human impact behind your brand.
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Typography
Typography will probably be part of
your logo, but will also be used in
headlines and larger paragraphs of type
on your website, marketing pieces or if
you write longer materials such as
proposals. Selecting and use only one or
two typefaces is ideal, to create a
consistent brand image. But, you can be
a bit more creative with a logo type than
you would want to be with longer
passages, because you don't have to
worry about the readability.
Serif typefaces appear more serious.
This is because classic serif faces such as Baskerville, Garamond or Caslon are perceived to be more reliable
and traditional. They are easy to read and mature. A tracked out all caps- san serif can also look serious as
well. Avoid using quirky serif faces that have unnecessary flourishes and softer rounded edges.
You can make your brand feel human, warm by using handwriting fonts. Also, italicized serif typefaces
may suggest a bit of this feeling, without being over the top, because they feel a bit like cursive writing.
Many script fonts look calligraphic, which definitely evokes a human touch. But script fonts can be difficult
to read, most especially with younger audiences who may no longer have studied cursive writing.
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Recommended Google Fonts
Choose only one or two.

Al's Alignment
Alegreya

Al's Alignment
Copse

Al's Alignment
Patrick Hand SC

Al's Alignment
EB Garamond

Al's Alignment
Overlock SC
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Color
Color is an important part of your brand. Color can have a strong emotional and mental associations with
people and helps greatly with brand recognition. Color can help communicate about your brand without
even using words.
We've created sets of colors to help guide you based on your visual attributes.
A serious color palette will include using colors tied to historical institutions like newspapers, journals,
long-standing universities and law firms. Darker greys and blacks can help to make the palette heavier and
more serious. And you'll want to avoid anything whimsical such as bright colors, primary colors which are
very energetic.
Human, warm, friendly colors connect with nature and get inspiration from skin tones, wood, plants and
landscape. Avoid colors that look artificial.
To make the most of your color options make sure you:
• Review the palettes, and choose just one grouping.
• Select a primary color, this will usually be used in your logo.
• The rest of the colors in your palette become secondary colors.
• Make sure you know the CMYK and RGB or Hex# for each color.
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Recomended color palettes
Choose only one group.

serious
#005098

#8b0116

#3b8dab

#939598

#abadb0

#231f20

#ffffff

#818285

#231f20

#e0d9a1

#a87624

#004268

human, warm
#fdc890

#c4c6c8

#883622

#aaa578

#f2e7b2

#4c85b4

#7a4e00

#8cc63e

#78a5ba

#fdb813

#615f4e

#4c8557

serious + human, warm
#854a46

#3c5e83

#83ad9d

#cbac84

#86888a

#cea876

#cea876

#7d7e81

#9b9da0

#e1daac

#000000

#7ab1dd
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Design
Developing a look & feel. The imagery you use such as photography, graphic elements and icons help
communicate a lot about your brand. Your logo can only do so much for determining the overall look and
feel of your visual brand. The imagery and design choices on your website, social media graphics, enewsletters, packaging, physical space and other promotional materials will be an important part of your
designing a unique and cohesive visual identity.
On the next page you will find design inspiration. This collection of images can be thought of as a mood
board—a look at all of these should start to convey the feeling of your brand. There may be one or two
images that feel out of place and you may find one or more that really resonates with you. Use this as a
guide for the type of imagery you could consider and the feel it should have. You may need to find imagery
more specific to your niche.
A serious feel is developed by using strong, high quality photography. Using black and white or low
saturation color adjustments, similar to the classic styles of newspapers and journals, can make imagery
look more serious. Graphics that are reminiscent of science and technology—such as graphs, scales and
measurement—can also look serious.
You can work in the human, warm, friendly feeling by using matte or uncoated paper stock, rather
than a plastic-feeling coated stock on business cards. People like to feel the texture of paper so make it front
and center. Make sure you use people and imagery that feels authentic and emotional. These can be
carefully selected stock photos, but real photos of your team or your customers will be better (as long as
they are high quality). Using hand-drawn elements will pull the human element into your brand identity.
On the following pages are images that capture the feeling your are trying to portray.
• Review this imagery holistically, and confirm that this gives the right feeling for your brand.
• Choose a small number of visuals that will be used consistently in your branding—on your
website, your social media channels, printed marketing materials, etc.
• Articulate what is core to your brand attributes so that any new imagery that is used upholds
these same standards.
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Mood board and design inspiration
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NEXT STEPS
Fine tune your Unique Value Proposition
Here’s your UVP again:
For professionals near Savannah who need their car to run better, Al's Alignment offers auto alignment that
will provides a smooth car ride.
It could also be phrased as:
Al's Alignment offers auto alignment that will provides a smooth car ride for professionals near Savannah
who need their car to run better.
You may find that it will be easier to remember and more interesting if you take the essential elements and
phrase it differently. Try:
• Re-ordering the phrases
• Splitting it into multiple sentences
• Streamlining it to its core essence
• Use it as the basis for your website copy, expanding it with more details about your service or its
benefits
• Writing different versions for different key client types

Plan your brand identity
Since you are an established company, but may not have a finalized logo, don't dismiss your current brand,
since it has value. If you see that your branding—including your logo, website or the words and phrases you
use to describe your service and its benefits—does not represent you correctly, you should take steps to
update your identity.
Think about keeping some things and changing others so that there is continuity with your current identity.
For example, you might keep the color of your logo but change the symbol; or you might keep the symbol,
but change the color. You may be able to choose different typefaces and different imagery to better
represent yourself.
• If you will be redesigning a logo, website, packaging, etc. review this report with your designer
highlighting the most critical elements that make up your distinct brand position.
• Create a small palette of corporate colors. These generally start with the colors in your logo.
Make sure you know the CMYK and RGB or Hex# for each color.
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• Choose just one or two typefaces and use them consistently. Make sure they are available on your
computer and on your website.
• When you have a final logo use it consistently. Make sure you get the eps files from the logo
designer so it can scaled to different sizes and printed in high resolution.
• Review the imagery use and make sure that it creates a distinct and memorable look and feel that
connects with what your brand stands for.
• Review your Brand Alignment chart (available with a Pro level report). Look at every customer
descriptor and every one of your own attributes and see if there are any misses you need to
address.
• Make sure your words are speaking to the pain point of your ideal customers and giving
validation for choosing you. Tying this in to an emotional appeal always helps to build
engagement with customers.
• Review your website, does it visually create the right "look and feel" to support your brand?
• Does your website use the language that will show why you are different than your competition
and offer more appealing benefits to your ideal customers?

Choose the best name for your company
Since you have an established business, it makes sense that your company name is not likely to change.
Changing your name at this point, may cost a lot. Before considering a name change, think about the costs
of redesigning and reproducing everything from your logo, to letterhead to signs and uniforms. Also, the
longer you use a name the more brand awareness and trust you've built connected to your name.
Sometimes an organization has changed significantly and there is a need to change the name. Or, you have
better clarity about your brand and realize that your name is off-target.
If you feel that your name is holding back, it probably is.
What is a good name?
• A name that is distinct and memorable but easy to pronounce and spell.
• For most companies, a name that suggests what you do is best. If people are confused by your
name they may not make the effort to learn more. Made up words can work if they bring to mind
what you offer. A strong tagline can be partnered with a more creative name to give more details.
• A name with the .com URL available, as well as social media handles.
• Shorter names are better than longer ones.
What qualifies as a poor name?
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• A name that is difficult to pronounce or spell.
• A name that doesn't bring the right perception to someone's mind.
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